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Pahuyuth is not from those who stayed on 
the battle! eld but from those who returned.

- a Free-Warrior -
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INTRODUCTION

Pahuyuth is an ancient martial art and part of the traditional Free-Warrior knowledge - a 
unique cultural heritage that has grown over thousands of years and is passed on within the 
community of Pahuyuth. The roots of this martial art reach back more than 4500 years into the 
past which makes Pahuyuth one of the oldest ! ghting methods in the world. 

Developed to enable a life in peace and freedom, Pahuyuth was used in countless wars and 
con" icts in South East Asia. It was the dreaded ! ghting style of paramilitary Free-Warriors who 
re! ned their martial art over many generations and combined it with other ! elds of knowledge 
like Saiyasart and the traditional Free-Warrior Medicine. 

The Free-Warriors of Pahuyuth always kept their independence and their free will. Outsiders 
regarded them as uncouth, disobedient and rebellious. But their ! ghting abilities were beyond 
any doubt. This made them powerful allies in times of war, but in times of peace they were 
often persecuted and executed. 

This led to the formation of a secret society that spread throughout Southeast Asia and over 
the centuries withdrew more and more from the public eye. Over time the knowledge of the 
ancient Free-Warriors was almost completely forgotten. Nowadays only a handful of people 
practice and teach it to those who need it for a life in peace and freedom.

TRADITIONAL FREE-WARRIOR KNOWLEDGE

The traditional Free-Warrior knowledge contains beside Pahuyuth also Saiyasart and healing 
knowledge. All three ! elds of knowledge are closely connected and have always been in 
mutual interaction.

Saiyasart: Saiyasart (knowledge about nothingness or knowledge of the void) deals with 
all kinds of non-physical phenomena on the basis of logic and rationality. This includes, for 
example, forms of spirituality, meditation, magic and spiritual healing. Fragments of Saiyasart 
have been adopted by Thai Buddhism (e.g. amulets and talismans) other components were 
ostracized by society as „black magic“. 

Free-Warrior Medicine: The traditional healing knowledge of the Free-Warriors is partly based 
on the knowledge of body, mind and soul from Saiyasart, but also on the practical necessity to 
be able to heal diseases and injuries far away from civilization. It is based on the support of the 
self-healing functions of the human body. The Free-Warrior Medicine contains the knowledge 
of massage techniques, healing substances and medicinal plants. Parts of this knowledge have 
been incorporated into traditional Thai massage and other natural healing methods.

Pahuyuth: Pahuyuth deals with the martial aspects of existence and physical confrontation. 
It consists of two disciplines of unarmed combat (MUAI, LING LOM) and ! ve armed combat 
disciplines (MEED, DAAB, GRABONG, MAI SAWK, SABAI). Fragments of Pahuyuth can be 
found for example in the Thai national sport Muay Thai and many other Asian martial arts.
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The art of ! ghting is created through the harmony between ! ghting ability and reason, 

just as the harmony between instrument and singing creates the melody!

- a teacher -
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PREFACE

The study of Pahuyuth requires certain physical and mental abilities, which are indispensable 
for the practice of this martial art. The physical prerequisite refers to the anatomical presence, 
the nature and the functioning of so-called Physical Abilities, Reaction Ability and Endurance. 
The development and maintenance of these prerequisites is ensured by the regular practice of 
Performance Quali! cation Standards (PQS).

The psychological preconditions are about the existence of the willingness to develop one‘s 
character traits, also known as formation of will. This includes on the one hand the character 
of the warrior and on the other hand self-discipline and appreciation towards fellow human 
beings. The learning focus of personality development varies from learning level to learning 
level.

The teaching of the above-mentioned prerequisites was originally reserved for the respective 
teacher or teaching institution. Only with the development of the teaching sta#  today‘s uni! ed 
teaching concept as standardized knowledge transfer of Pahuyuth came into being. 

With the successful completion of the admission examination the applicant (yellow belt) 
passes from the probationary student level to the beginner student level (green belt). Thus he 
ful! lls the requirements to be accepted and instructed as a student in all Pahuyuth schools.

The teaching concept of Pahuyuth is based on bringing the human anatomy and how it works 
into awareness. The body‘s functional activity is called the autodynamic system. The formation 
of this consciousness takes place through two overlapping phases: learning and teaching.

Typical for the imparting of knowledge by a Pahuyuth teacher is the pedagogical principle 
of the „recommendatory character“. Here, knowledge is passed on exclusively in the form 
of recommendations, whereas the actual acquisition of knowledge or cognition takes place 
through the practical exercise and discovery of the student himself. 

The aim of this teaching method is not to train an „absolute ! ghter“ who solely knows and 
accepts the truth of his teacher, but to develop an individually quali! ed Free-Warrior.

Based on this pedagogical principle, the following course of action is expressly recommended 
to all students willing to learn: 

LISTEN - THINK - ASK - EXERCISE

The ! rst thing a student should do is to listen or watch as closely as possible. This is followed 
by self-examination through thinking. Then there is the possibility to double-check one‘s own 
perceptions and conclusions by asking questions. Only after these steps an optimal acquisition 
of knowledge can be made through practical exercise.

Plai Tamin
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Human beings have an enigmatic quality
when it comes to good advice 

- 
they force others to take advice,

but are not willing to do the opposite. 

- a teacher -
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GREETING WORD OF THE FREE-WARRIORS

With the receipt of a student name and the award of the green belt by a teacher or appointed 
examiner, the Pahuyuth admission examination is successfully passed. The student has now 
acquired the irrevocable right to be instructed in all Pahuyuth disciplines and to participate 
in the green belt level instruction. Before the start of this new learning level, those „newly 
arriving Free-Warriors“ are introduced to the traditional Greeting Word of the Free-Warriors. 
The Greeting Word should serve the students as a serious warning and as a benevolent hint:

1. Physical and mental knowledge

The Pahuyuth knowledge was passed on to us from generation to generation. It was forged 
from the combat experiences of countless Free-Warriors who have successfully survived 
innumerable wars and con" icts. In times of peace they let parts of their insights and their 
unique philosophy " ow into their daily life, thus creating the foundation for the teaching 
system of Pahuyuth. For this reason the Pahuyuth knowledge is based on the connection of 
physical and mental experiences. It is recommended to study the physical and the mental 
aspects of the knowledge.

2. Student and teacher tasks

The teaching process of Pahuyuth is essentially based on the exchange between two parties - 
the knowledge-taker (student) and the knowledge-giver (teacher). The student will inevitably 
have to develop a certain degree of personal initiative and self-discipline during the learning 
process. The knowledge mediator, on the other hand, should, within the framework of his 
or her pedagogical abilities, strive to convey all teaching content as neutral as possible. This 
constellation results in the respective student or teacher tasks, which are the basis for the 
teaching concept of Pahuyuth. It is recommended to study the aspects of learning and the 
aspects of teaching.

3. Adaptation and imitation

The Pahuyuth knowledge consists of a structured collection of individual ! ghting experiences 
and knowledge of the ancient Free-Warriors. If possible, the imparted information should not 
be understood as ideal images but rather as hints and practical teaching examples. The study 
of Pahuyuth is explicitly not about striving for an imitation of traditional techniques but about 
an individual acquisition of ! ghting knowledge under present conditions. It is recommended 
to focus on own developments and insights on the basis of the traditional knowledge.

3. Give and take

In its essence, a combative con" ict is a reciprocal autodynamic process or a reciprocal 
sequence of action and reaction. This can also be compared to two people pouring buckets of 
water over each other‘s heads. Whoever stays drier wins, but both get wet. The ideal image of 
a ! ght without own losses is an illusion, because it does not consider the reciprocity of action 
and reaction in a ! ght. The fact that there is the possibility of su# ering damage during a ! ght 
is an unavoidable reality. It is recommended to understand and accept the concept of giving 
and taking as soon as possible.
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5. Psychological self-adjustment

The learning process in Pahuyuth requires awareness of one‘s own existence as Free-Warrior 
as a necessary state of mind. This refers among other things to the pursuit of freedom and 
independence in one‘s own everyday life. Of course it is also about the wish for unlimited 
freedom and sovereignty as a martial artist. But above all it means striving for detachment 
from unfavourable self-esteem (pride), false ideals (idols and role models) and emotions. The 
detachment from these freedom-limiting factors is a continuous development process, which 
is called psychological self-adjustment. It is recommended to critically examine one‘s own 
attitude and, if necessary, to develop one‘s own personality to the same extent as one‘s 
! ghting skills.

6. Sovereign Free-Warriors

Strictly speaking, the ability to ! ght can neither be learned nor taught, because it is already 
given to every human being by nature. However, one can become aware of what one‘s own 
body is capable of and how it can be used in combat situations. The teaching of Pahuyuth 
therefore aims at the individual awareness of hitherto subconscious physical and mental 
abilities as well as at the support in developing and shaping an individual ! ghting method. 
Every human being is di# erent by nature, therefore every Pahuyuth warrior is unique. Pahuyuth 
warriors are free, individual and sovereign in the development of their ! ghting style and in 
the choice of their means at any time. It is recommended to consider the principle of the 
sovereign Free-Warrior when learning and when teaching Pahuyuth knowledge.

7. Pahuyuth is not a secret knowledge

Becoming a Free-Warrior (Pahuyuth) happens regardless of the current level of knowledge 
or one‘s ability to ! ght. In the understanding of Pahuyuth, being a Free-Warrior begins 
immediately with the ! rst acquisition of Pahuyuth knowledge. From then on it only di# ers in 
the degree of its respective manifestation or in the depth of one‘s respective competence. In 
the traditional conveying of the Greeting Word it is therefore pointed out that the traditional 
knowledge of the Free-Warriors may be „stolen“ or „imitated“ by anyone. If the knowledge has 
not been acquired completely it will not be possible to carry on the legacy of the Free-Warriors 
and to live up the title ‚Pahuyuth‘. The result would be an incomplete or even dysfunctional 
! ghting system. In addition to this, there is the constant consciousness that completion has 
never been reached. Such de! cits cannot be hidden from an opponent and certainly not from 
oneself. Pahuyuth does not judge, because theft and cheating is punished by itself. If the 
acquisition of knowledge is completed on the other hand, one has become a fully-" edged 
Pahuyuth Free-Warrior in the course of this process. In this case one has, without any doubt, 
the competence and the ability to teach Pahuyuth in the sense of the warrior ancestors and to 
carry on their legacy. It is recommended to acquire the Pahuyuth knowledge completely.
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Let them steal! When they‘re done stealing, 
they‘ll belong to us anyways!

- a teacher -
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Development of the written Pahuyuth technique tradition

From 1975: Textbooks on paper.
The ! rst textbooks of the modern age were, 
among other things, produced with technical 

pens, drawing rails, stencils, Letraset (dry-
transfer lettering) and typewriters. Simple 
paper sheets served as the basis. Later, the 

drawings were applied to foils and then 
copied by photocopier.

Before 1975: Palm leaf manuscripts.
Originally, techniques were burned into palm leaves with 
a hot metal needle. Not earlier than from the end of the 

Ayutthaya Dynasty (1767 AD) bamboo tips and ink (Chinese 
calligraphy ink or simple charcoal dust) were used. 

From 1995: Digital layout and printing process. 
The advent of EDP made it possible to preserve the 
traditional techniques as digital pixel graphics and 

to print them in any number of copies.

From 1998: Audiovisual and online media. 
Digital ! lm technologies led to the transfer of the 

techniques to video. The publication took place on 
multimedia CDs and on the Internet.

From 2020: The Pahuyuth Compendium. 
The Pahuyuth Compendium is the ! rst major update of the teaching contents since 1995. 

The main focus of this revision is the transfer of the traditional techniques into vector graphics, as well as the 
! rst written summary of the green belt techniques of all seven Pahuyuth disciplines in a single textbook.

PAHUYUTH 
COMPENDIUM

MUAI LING LOM

MAI SAWK DAAB GRABONG SABAIMEED
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ABOUT THIS COMPENDIUM 

Pahuyuth is an ancient martial art. A compendium is a a collection of concise but detailed 
information about a particular subject, especially in a book or other publication. The Pahuyuth 
Compendium is the new technical handbook of the basic level (green belt) and since 2020 AD 
part of the o$  cial Pahuyuth training and examination program.

The Pahuyuth Compendium marks the ! rst time that the traditional martial arts techniques 
of all seven Pahuyuth disciplines have been collected in a single textbook and could thus be 
preserved for future generations. At the same time this technical handbook was conceived as 
a practical learning aid and long-term companion, which o# ers a uniform learning content and 
quali! cation standard to all Pahuyuth students and teachers worldwide. 

The Pahuyuth Compendium can serve to other martial artists as a cross-style supplement to 
existing knowledge and as a source of inspiration. 

With more than 1.000 unique techniques and more than 100 additional illustrations, images 
and infographics the Pahuyuth Compendium is the most complete and most comprehensive 
reference book about the technical repertoire of Pahuyuth. 

In terms of hand-to-hand combat the compendium contains the 200 basic techniques of MUAI 
(the original Muay Boran) as well as the 123 school techniques of LING LOM (air monkey). 

The weapon ! ghting part results from the ! ve armed Pahuyuth disciplines MEED (knife), MAI 
SAWK (shield), DAAB (sword), GRABONG (quartersta# ) and SABAI (scarf). These comprise 
746 further basic techniques and thus represent the whole spectrum of the traditional armed 
combat of Pahuyuth (AWUD). 

Also included are blueprints for the production of training weapons and checklists for the 
necessary construction materials. In addition to the technical teaching and training contents of 
the o$  cial curriculum, the Pahuyuth Compendium also contains a 25-page general part. In this 
chapter interdisciplinary applicable basics, principles and concepts of Pahuyuth are taught. 

Further 69 pages with texts on the history, philosophy and teaching practice of Pahuyuth 
complete the work. 

Despite its size the Pahuyuth Compendium is not intended to replace a practical education. 
Neither is it some kind of a „holy scripture“ nor does it claim to contain the absolute truth. 
Rather was it made to serve its owner as a kind of map or guide, with the help of which he can 
orientate himself and ! nd his own way during the acquisition of the Pahuyuth knowledge. 

The Pahuyuth Compendium is a workbook that can grow together with its owner and in the 
course of time become as individual and unique as every single Pahuyuth Free-Warrior. 

Miehpray                                                                                                                                                                    
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STRUCTURE OF THE COMPENDIUM

Pahuyuth consists of seven di# erent martial arts disciplines. They can be learned individually 
and combined seamlessly. The Pahuyuth Compendium contains the techniques of the beginner 
or basic level (green belt). It follows the probationary student phase (yellow belt) and is 
the ! rst of a total of three student levels. These learning levels deal with the handed down 
Pahuyuth techniques through acquisition, deepening and further development.

Parallelling the Pahuyuth teaching methodology, the techniques of each discipline were 
structured and summarized for the compendium according to pre-teaching-techniques 
(foundational-techniques), basic techniques (also known as mother-techniques) and technical 
variants (also known as child-techniques). The order of the technique pages of the respective 
disciplines builds on each other and corresponds to the recommended learning paths of the 
green belt level. 

Photos or illustrated technique series were deliberately avoided in order to direct the student‘s 
attention to the techniques and their functional principles. At the same time, a certain scope 
for personal interpretation and self-knowledge is meant to be created. For this reason, the 
techniques in this book are presented exclusively as pictograms. The learning goal in Pahuyuth 
is always the adaptation and not the imitation of techniques.

In order to ensure a form that is as language- and culture-neutral as possible, the techniques 
were provided with a uniform systematic nomenclature. It allows a classi! cation according 
to Pahuyuth discipline, technique type and technique. The use of fantasy or trivial names for 
! ghting techniques regularly leads to misunderstandings in the practical learning process. 
Furthermore such names cannot be classi! ed as „traditional“ from a historical point of view. 

Supposedly traditional terms such as „Hanuman presents the ring“ (Hanuman Tawai Waen) for 
example refer to the Rammakian saga. This saga, however, was not spread in Siam until the 
19th century AD, long after the withdrawal of the ancient Pahuyuth Free-Warriors. 

Something similar applies to the use of Thai language terms. Pahuyuth is much older than the 
Thai language and has been practiced by people of di# erent ethnicities ever since. Except 
for the term „Pahuyuth“ (originally from Sanskrit), the names of the disciplines and some 
anatomical terms, the use of foreign words has been largely avoided. 

The layout of the individual tech-pages is deliberately designed for practical instruction. In 
addition to information on discipline, a$  liation and technical genre, form ! elds for page 
acceptances have been added. Spaces for notes are meant to help the owner of this book 
with the individual acquisition, deepening and development of the techniques. The technique 
pages as well as the examination sheets and the forms for completed teaching internships and 
tutorships serve as formal proof of the knowledge acquired during the teaching process. 

The contents of the Pahuyuth disciplines are preceded by chapters with theoretical 
knowledge, principles of action and repetitions from the yellow belt phase. Please note that 
this collection represents only a selection made for the purpose of this compendium and by no 
means an exhaustive list. 
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yellow belt green belt white belt black belt blue belt red belt

Pahuyuth
Compendium

MUAI

LING LOM

MEED

MAI SAWK

DAAB

GRABONG

SABAI

Basic knowledge Individual learning path with increasing combination, individualisation and specialisation

Probationary Student Student Prospective teacher Teacher

PAHUYUTH SAIYASART

NATUROPATHY

Pre-teaching Techniques Basic Techniques Variants

Traditional Free-
Warrior Knowledge

Theoretical learning content per discipline / Recommended learning path within the green belt level

Pre-teaching pages Basic Techniques pages Variants pages

Discipline & type of technique
(pre-teaching, basic-techniques 

or variants)

Topic, discipline & page number

Chapter overview 

Date of execution of the 
PQS presented at page 

acceptance

Date of acceptance & 
signature of the examiner

Single technique

MU-04-03

MUAI (MU) Basic Techniques (page 04) Technique no. 03

Name of the discipline Type of technique by page number, continuous Technique no., continuous

MU-04-03
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PAHUYUTH is the martial art of the free people.

It was born out of rebellion against violence, oppression and slavery.

It was developed to defend against superior enemies.

It is passed on to preserve a life of peace and freedom.

Pahuyuth warriors are free warriors, inwardly and outwardly.

(Image: The Free-Warriors of Bang Rajarn)
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BRIEF HISTORY OF PAHUYUTH

The ancient Free-Warriors - from the ! rst resistance to the retreat 

The ! rst mention of Pahuyuth dates back to about 2500 BC, when the ancestors of today‘s Thai 
people fought against increasing occupations and territorial takeovers. Thereby they discovered 
the basics of martial arts, Saiyasart and healing knowledge. In the course of their migration 
to the south the Thai took Pahuyuth with them into the area of today‘s Thailand. However the 
knowledge of the ancient Free-Warriors was never limited to the Thai people. Ever since there 
have always been members of di# erent ethnicities and origins among the Free-Warriors. Not 
seldomly runaway slaves, serfs or deserters were taken in by the Free-Warriors and got thereby 
a chance to live a life in peace and freedom. Common to all Free-Warriors was their tendency to 
distance themselves from the state. As paramilitary guerrillas and commandos they defended 
the country against invaders. However, they were hardly ever part of the regular military or 
aspired to political o$  ces. Rather, they preferred to make their living as nameless mercenaries 
(hence the term „Free-Warriors“) or itinerant healers. Some lived isolated in the wilderness 
(Ruesi, jungle preachers) or retreated as monks to temples.

Into the underground - the retreat of the Free-Warriors from the public

For centuries, the ancient Free-Warriors played a decisive role in the historical development 
of Southeast Asia. Many battles and campaigns were won with their help and the country was 
successfully defended against invaders. With the execution of King Tak Sin in 1782 AD, however, 
the era of the ancient Free-Warriors came to an abrupt end. Out of fear of political persecution, 
the remaining Free-Warriors (Pahuyuth) withdrew from the public eye and went underground. 
Western in" uences and the increasing number of European mercenaries with modern ! rearms 
in the country led many of the old teachers to believe that their knowledge was no longer 
needed. Many took their secrets to the grave. Those who passed on their knowledge did so 
in secret and far away from the royal court. Pahuyuth, the ancient martial art of the people, 
gradually disappeared from the light of the public and became a legend of the past. The 
existence of the ancient Free-Warriors and their signi! cance for the fate of the country were 
erased from the history books.

The Free-Warriors of modernity - from the reformation to the present

After Pahuyuth had existed exclusively in secrecy for more than 170 years, it had almost 
completely disappeared from the collective memory of the Thai. Those who had heard about 
Pahuyuth or had met it at that time could not or did not want to talk about it. In 1952 a convent 
of the few remaining Pahuyuth teachers decided that the martial art should be reformed 
and preserved for future generations. This was the basis for the present teaching concept 
of Pahuyuth and subsequently the basis for the development of the Pahuyuth Compendium. 
One generation of Free-Warriors later a Pahuyuth teacher moved from Thailand to Germany 
and founded a new school in Berlin in 1975 AD, which was open to everybody. Free from the 
cultural, social and political in" uences of Southeast Asia, a new generation of Pahuyuth Free-
Warriors arose. This was the beginning of the Pahuyuth School in Berlin, which exists until 
today. Its purpose is the protection and preservation of the traditional Free-Warrior knowledge 
through education and instruction. The Pahuyuth School is the only place worldwide where the 
knowledge of Pahuyuth taught and practiced to its full extend.




